
L’Auberge Paysanne 

Le Mesnil Rouxelin, France 

 

Food for thought… 
The tourism industry provides 200 million jobs and caters for 600 million tourists per year all 

over the world. 

What do you think of the role it can play to preserve the environment?  

A. If such an industry with so many clients respects the environment it can have a real positive impact 

B. The industry should make as much profit as possible and other industries will care about the 
environment. 

C. If you provide 200 million jobs, you don’t have to care about the environment. 

The “ecological footprint” is a measure of humanity's demand on our ecosystems compared 

with what planet Earth can renew and replace.   

If we use more than what the planet can renew, what will happen? 

D. The human kind is in danger, since resources will be exhausted 

E. The planet will end up by renewing what has been used, by itself without much trouble 

F. Humanity will manage to do with what is left , no need to worry 

 

  



What is sustainable about L’Auberge 
Paysanne? 
Please read the following text carefully and answer the questions below. 

 

 

The « Auberge » combines organic farming, a 

bakery and a countryside inn with B&B 

accommodation and catering. It is a 32-ha farm.  

Its motto is seasonal, organic, short distance 

supply food. It is eco-constructed using local 

wood and earth. Its owner, Philippe Enée, started 

the sustainable trend in the centre of the 

Manche « département ». The farm was at the 

heart of the development of organic farming and 

organic food supply. It has been used as a 

training support for people interested in 

sustainability. It belongs to a specific network 

called « Accueil Paysan » (The Country Welcome). 

http://www.accueil-paysan.com/fr/   

The customers are the general public and people 

particularly interested in eco-friendly approaches.  

Philippe Enée is a chef who, after travelling the 

world, came back to his native farm to open the 

inn. The communication for clients about the 

approach is discreet: no posters nor slogans, 

Philippe privileges oral communication and 

satisfaction of guests. 

Concerning the environmental issue,  

The farm is keen on biodiversity preservation, for 

example forgotten species of plants and 

vegetables. Packaging is nearly inexistent; use of 

pesticide strictly banned, and recycling is 

permanent through composting and feeding into 

the pig-stall. Most of the supplies come from the 

farm, the rest coming from neighbouring 

producers. 

Farm food 

The food is inspired from typical farm food, both 

substantial and based on reduced meat 

products, often local pork from the farm, local 

plants and vegetables from the greenhouse and 

garden.  



The inn itself has three members of staff. The 

seventy-five acre farm employs seven people in 

all, working full time. It is a profitable sustainable 

business.  

Low energy consumption 

Regarding energy, the farm has its own windmills 

and solar panels. Although it has not started 

using low consumption lighting, the energy bill is 

extremely cheap: the average daily consumption 

is about 1.5 kW!  

A social edge 

The inn claims to have a social approach through 

offering work placements, contributing to a wide 

range of training schemes and events, hosting 

monthly conference-and- evening debates. 

Philippe Enée is also a well-known trainer and 

today focuses on mass catering where he 

explains his approach, particularly within the 

association « Les Pieds dans le Plat ».  (A network 

of trainers specialising in organic cuisine.) 

https://www.collectiflespiedsdansleplat.fr/  

Philippe recently contributed to a specific 
national training scheme on seasonality. He is 
highly advertised nationally and recently received 
a lot of media attention, particularly by some 
prominent food reviewers:  
Laurent Mariotte and Vianney Huguenot. 

 

 https://www.aubergepaysanne.com/ 

  



About the presentation of the hotel 
Look at the three “pillars” of sustainability.  Study the statements below and decide 

which pillar category is concerned. Circle one letter in each category: 

 

Environmental 

 

Social 

 

Economical 

A -  B – C A -  B – C A -  B – C 
 

G. A sustainable business should have the support and approval of its employees, customers and 
it has an interest in the community it operates in. The company treats its employees fairly and is 
a good community member, both locally and globally 

H. A business must be profitable but not at any price and therefore should respect the 
environment and contributes to preserving our planet by taking actions. These environmental 
actions have a positive financial impact. 

I. The business takes actions in favour of the environment to reduce the environmental footprint 
of the company and preserve the resources for the benefit of future generations. It contributes 
to planet’s preservation 

 

Find more key elements about this hotel that illustrates each pillar. 

 

Environmental 

 

Social 

 

Economical 

 

 

 

  

 

 

  



Feedback from customers 
These fictitious reviews are inspired from comments written by customers who stayed 

in the hotel. Read them and answer the question below. 

I stayed at « l’Auberge » last March. Frankly I don’t 
care about all this nonsense of climate change. I‘m 
fed up with being bothered by all these restrictions 
on line with what they call “sustainability”.  

The food was excellent, organic or not - I don’t 
care… Unfortunately I like having melons and figs 
for breakfast: I was told that these fruits are not 
seasonal. Hey, it’s summer time in the Southern 
Hemisphere it’s seasonal there, why can’t they 
bring some over!  

I was also treated with a pork dish with a lot of 
different vegetables but meat was very scarce. 
That was very good, but I like when there’s more 
meat than greens, to be frank, I feel that 
customers’ satisfaction should be more important 
than other considerations - ecological or not. Jack 
R 

I stayed at the « Auberge » with my husband last 
March. I particularly enjoyed the service: very 
informal and friendly. Food was great and the room 
- not a luxury one – smelled fresh and felt 
comfortable.  We were not bombarded with 
slogans and the Hotel policy was very discreet, but 
it was pleasant to notice that the excellent food 
was organic, seasonal - straight from the garden 
and farm and it is good to know that the house was 
eco-built with environmental friendly materials like 
earth and wood. I particularly recommend the 
Auberge, even to people who are not convinced 
that sustainability is an important issue. Sally B 

Jack R does not care about sustainability. Cross out the one statement which does not 

match his ideas 

A. Whatever the season, Jack wants to have the fruit he likes 

B. Jack does not care about reducing transportation  

C. Jack hates to be bothered by actions in favour of the environment  

D. Jack really believes in climate change  

E. Jack is keen on meat based dishes rather than plant based ones 

Sally B appreciates sustainability. Cross out the one statement which does not match 

her ideas 

A. Sustainability means quality of service and is on line with guests’ satisfaction 

B. Organic, seasonal food is important as well as the use of products respectful of health 

C. The Auberge thinks its sustainable actions are profitable and do not require to bombard customers 
with slogans, they just have to experience being hosted here. 

D. The Auberge targets people who are committed to sustainability and those who are not convinced 
should not come 

Which of these customers should be made aware of the sustainability issue? 

 Jack 

 Sally 

Sustainability can definitely be an advantage for a business 

 Yes 

 No 

 



Why was Jack R not satisfied with the food? Cross out the wrong reason 

A. Because the Auberge did not supply the off season fruit he likes 

B. Because there was a shortage of pork meat supply from Brazil 

C. Because whatever the season he wants to have the products that he likes even if they should be 
transported from thousands of KMs. 

Why did Sally appreciate the Auberge? Cross out the wrong reason 

D. Because of the quality of what the Auberge offers in terms of health and comfort  

E. Because the food was seasonal, organic and short-distance supply 

F. Because she was reminded all the time by the staff that the Auberge is sustainable in case she 
had not noticed. 

Importing pork from Brazil, even if it is organic, is not sustainable.  

 I agree 

 I don’t agree 

Seasonal, organic, and short-distance supply are definitely the right options for a 

sustainable business.  

 I agree 

 I don’t agree 

Reply to these customers as if you were the owner of L’Auberge Paysanne. 

Dear Jack,  

 

 

Dear Sally,  

 

 

 


